CALL TO ORDER
Lieutenant Governor Mark Robinson, President
The Honorable Jim Burgin
Senator from Harnett County

PRAYER
The Honorable Jim Burgin
Senator from Harnett County

JOURNAL APPROVAL
RATIFICATION OF BILLS ORDERED ENROLLED
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
REPORTS OF SELECT COMMITTEES
INTRODUCTIONS
MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
VETO MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
SPECIAL ORDERS
GENERAL ORDERS

PUBLIC BILLS

SECOND READING
SB 191  Daniel, Krawiec, Britt  2nd Ed.
THE NO PATIENT LEFT ALONE ACT.
Com Sub
3-9-21  Rules
3-25-21  w/d Rules; rerefer Health Care; if fav Rules
4-28-21  unfav bill; Health Care Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
4-29-21  fav; cal 5-4-21
5-4-21  w/d cal; cal 5-5-21

SB 201  Sawyer, Johnson  2nd Ed.
E-SALVAGE EXPRESS.
Com Sub
3-9-21  Rules
4-19-21  w/d Rules; rerefer Comm/Ins; if fav Rules
4-29-21  unfav bill; Comm/Ins Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
5-4-21  fav

SB 228  Edwards, Krawiec, Burgin  3rd Ed.
ALLOW EMPLOYERS TO OFFER EPO BENEFIT PLANS.
Com Sub No. 2
3-11-21  Rules
3-18-21  w/d Rules; rerefer Comm/Ins; if fav Health Care; if fav Rules
4-28-21  unfav bill; Comm/Ins Com Sub adopted; rerefer Health Care
4-29-21  unfav Com Sub; Health Care Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
5-4-21  fav
PUBLIC BILLS (continued)

SECOND READING (continued)

SB 235  Steinburg, Alexander, Ford  2nd Ed.
FUNDS/KERNERSVILLE STATE VETERANS HOME.  Com Sub
3-11-21  Rules; w/d Rules; rerefer Appro/Base Bud; if fav Rules
4-29-21  unfav bill; Appro/Base Bud Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
5-4-21  fav

SB 277  Alexander, Burgin
RET. AND TREASURY TECH. CORRECTIONS ACT OF 2021.-AB
3-15-21  Rules
3-25-21  w/d Rules; rerefer Pens/Ret/Aging; if fav Rules
4-29-21  fav; rerefer Rules
5-4-21  fav

SB 329  Jarvis, Johnson, Davis
BUILDING CODE MODIFICATIONS.
3-23-21  Rules
4-14-21  w/d Rules; rerefer Comm/Ins; if fav Rules
4-29-21  fav; rerefer Rules
5-4-21  fav

SB 345  Perry, Lee, Johnson
PA - TEAM-BASED PRACTICE.
3-25-21  Rules
4-19-21  w/d Rules; rerefer Health Care; if fav Comm/Ins; if fav Rules
4-21-21  fav; rerefer Comm/Ins
4-29-21  fav; rerefer Rules
5-4-21  fav

SB 455  Britt, Mohammed, Lee  2nd Ed.
DECriminalize NON-STANATORY OFFENSES.
4-5-21  Rules
4-13-21  w/d Rules; rerefer Judiciary; if fav Rules
4-28-21  unfav bill; Judiciary Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
5-4-21  fav

SB 462  Krawiec, Perry, Burgin  2nd Ed.
CON/THRESHOLD AMDS. AND CERTIFICATE EXPIRATIONS.
4-5-21  Rules
4-13-21  w/d Rules; rerefer Health Care; if fav Rules
4-21-21  fav; rerefer Rules
4-26-21  w/d Rules; rerefer Health Care; if fav Rules
4-28-21  unfav bill; Health Care Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
5-4-21  fav

SB 505  Krawiec, Burgin, Perry  2nd Ed.
MEDICAL BILLING TRANSPARENCY.
4-6-21  Rules
4-13-21  w/d Rules; rerefer Health Care; if fav Comm/Ins; if fav Rules
4-22-21  unfav bill; Health Care Com Sub adopted; rerefer Comm/Ins
4-29-21  fav; rerefer Rules
5-4-21  fav
SECOND READING (continued)

**SB 542**  
Burgin  
SHP COMBAT FRAUD AND ABUSE INCENTIVES.  
4-6-21 Rules  
4-13-21 w/d Rules; rerefer Pens/Ret/Aging; if fav Rules  
4-29-21 fav; rerefer Rules  
5-4-21 fav

**SB 586**  
Salvador, Harrington, Krawiec  
STUDY LIPEDEMA.  
4-7-21 Rules  
4-19-21 w/d Rules; rerefer Health Care; if fav Rules  
4-28-21 fav; rerefer Rules  
5-4-21 fav

**SB 690**  
Alexander  
MODIFICATION OF MEMBERSHIP OF DOA BDS.  
4-8-21 Rules  
4-21-21 w/d Rules; rerefer St/Loc Gov; if fav Rules  
4-28-21 fav; rerefer Rules  
5-4-21 fav

**SB 707**  
Lee  
DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS AND AIRPORT AUTHORITIES.  
2nd Ed.  
Com Sub  
4-8-21 Rules  
4-14-21 w/d Rules; rerefer St/Loc Gov; if fav Rules  
4-28-21 unfav bill; St/Loc Gov Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules  
5-4-21 fav

**HB 142**  
Arp, Hastings, Hardister, Pickett  
UNC BUILDING RESERVES/CERTAIN PROJECTS.  
4-5-21 Rules  
4-19-21 w/d Rules; rerefer Appro/Base Bud; if fav Rules  
4-29-21 fav; rerefer Rules  
5-4-21 fav

**HB 217**  
Arp, B. Jones, Szoka, Winslow  
2nd Ed.  
Com Sub  
UTILITIES COMM’N TECH. AND ADD’L CHANGES.  
3-25-21 Rules  
4-13-21 w/d Rules; rerefer Finance; if fav Comm/Ins; if fav Rules  
4-21-21 fav; rerefer Comm/Ins  
4-29-21 fav; rerefer Rules  
5-4-21 fav
COMMITTEE MEETINGS

Wednesday, May 5

RULES AND OPERATIONS OF THE SENATE 8:30 a.m. 1027/1128 LB
SB 452 Utilities/User Responsible for Utility Bill.
SB 474 Septage Management Amendments.
SB 219 Surveyor Licensure/Education Reqs.
SB 552 Limit Who May Advertise/Adoption Laws.
SB 644 Landlord/Tenant Changes.
SB 574 Life Insurance Beneficiary Changes.

JUDICIARY 9:00 a.m. 544 LOB
SB 408 Stop Addiction Fraud Ethics Act of 2021.
SB 490 License to Work.
SB 605 North Carolina Farm Act of 2021.
SB 693 Expedite Child Safety and Permanency. (for discussion only)

HEALTH CARE 10:00 a.m. 544 LOB
SB 594 Medicaid Admin. Changes & Tech. Corrections.-AB (for discussion only)
SB 448 Amendments to Schedule VI of the CSA.

EDUCATION/HIGHER EDUCATION 11:00 a.m. 544 LOB
SB 582 High School Adjunct Instructors/CC Prep.
SB 593 Special Education Due Process Hearings.
SB 450 Carbon Monoxide Detectors/School Bldgs.
SB 695 Statewide Medical Action Plan for Schools.

TRANSPORTATION 12:00 p.m. 544 LOB
SB 342 Clarify Motor Vehicle Franchise Laws.
SB 343 Revise Vehicle Sale Laws.
SB 379 Issuance of Unregisterable Cert. of Title.

FINANCE 1:00 p.m. 544 LOB
SB 388 Qualifying Farmer Zoo Sales Tax Exemption.
SB 367 UNCW Self-Liquidating Capital Project.
SB 349 Increase Housing Opportunities.

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 1:00 p.m. Auditorium LB
SB 543 Establish Key Indicators/Internal Audits.
SR 720 Confirm Jim Weaver, State CIO.
SB 458 Reinstate Mtn Island Lake Marine Commission.

Thursday, May 6

PENSIONS AND RETIREMENT AND AGING 11:00 a.m. Auditorium LB
SB 668 Anti-Pension Spiking Amds & Litig. Moratorium.

*CROSSOVER DEADLINE*
Thursday, May 13, 2021

SARAH HOLLAND
Principal Clerk